Question 9. Do you have a system in place for communicating confirmed
MRSA-positive cultures to frontline care staff?
You indicated that your hospital does not have a system in place, or the existnn system does not
functon well, for communicatnn confrmed cases of MRSoA to frontline care staf. An important
component of preventnn MRSoA is early identfcaton of patents with MRSoA and notfcaton of those
involved in the care of that patent. Early identfcaton and notfcaton allows for the placement of
these patents into Coontact Precautons and modifcatons to daily patent care actvites. hus, it is
imperatve that frontline staf are aware of a patentts MRSoA status. Nursinn champions can play a
pivotal role in helpinn ensure a communicaton system is in place and properly followed.
A. Intra-facility and Inter-facility Coommunicaton


Implement a process for early detecton of MRSoA bloodstream infectons and rapidly
communicate these results to frontline staf so that patents can be promptly placed into
Coontact Precautons. his process should be writen as a standard policy or protocol,
communicated throunhout the ornanizaton, and monitored for compliance.



Insttute a lab alert system to notfy health care staf of newly positve MRSoA results. At
minimum, the lab should notfy frontline staf and infecton preventon of a new MRSoA
culture in a manner that is rapid and reliable. his may include an automated alert system
via electronic medical record or cell phone, and/or a call to the nurse carinn for the patent
and infecton preventon. In the event of MRSoA bacteremia, the lab should also notfy the
atendinn physician immediately. his will facilitate rapid treatment, isolaton of the patent,
and investnaton of the event. Whatever system is in place, it should be operatonal 䵕4
hours a day, seven days a week, includinn weekends and holidays.



Use electronic systems to identfy or an patents when MRSoA lab results are positve or at
readmission.



Ensure and insist that inter-facility and intra-facility transfer forms include catenories of
“Isolaton Requirements and “History of MDRO so this informaton is communicated to all
persons carinn for the patent. Encourane staf to use such forms in all departments,
includinn emernency/medical transport, home health, ambulatory care, lonn-term care, etc.



Enhance the reliability of MRSoA status communicaton by educatnn the patent and any
family members about MRSoA and ask them to partcipate in communicatnn the patentts
status to other health care providers.



Audit and monitor the communicaton stratenies set in place to make sure they are beinn
properly and efectvely implemented and that the data is beinn used. Audits should be seen
and used as an opportunity for improvement, not for punishment. Most infecton

* Note. While this nuide focuses on MRSoA preventon, these stratenies can be applied to the preventon of other multdrun-resistant ornanisms (MDROs)

preventon departments have a process to reconcile MDRO cultures with isolaton status of
patents that is done routnely, which helps to support auditnn of these processes. In
additon, infecton preventon and the microbiolony lab personnel meet routnely in most
hospitals to discuss and review such processes tonether to assess how they are
workinn.Sotratenies for Coommunicaton Souccess


Coreatnn a culture of safety will help promote open channels of communicaton. Coulture can
be difficult to channe, but movinn a hospital or unit from a punitve environment to one that
emphasizes the importance of patent safety can have a profound impact on patent care
and health outcomes.



Use a common strateny or lannuane to share patent informaton and provide feedback to
keep feedback from beinn punitve. Coreate a shared understandinn about communicaton
expectatons and provide staf with the tools to help them communicate more efectvely.
he eamSo EPPSo Module 3 Coommunicaton and Module 6 Mutual Soupport can assist you in
devisinn a strateny that will work for your hospital.

Tools, Resources and Further Reading


So RIVE Coontent:
o

Givinn Infecton Preventon eedback (CoB 103)

o

Uber-Adaptve Sotratenies for Infecton Preventon (UA101, UA10䵕, UA103, UA104)

o

MRSoA ier 1 (MRSoA101, MRSoA10䵕, MRSoA103)



CoDCo Inter- acility Infecton Coontrol ransfer orm 1



CoDCo Inter- acility Infecton Coontrol ransfer orm 䵕 CoDCo One-and-Only Coampainn: Soafe
Injecton Practces



eamSo EPPSo undamentals Coourse: Module 3. Coommunicaton. Coontent last reviewed
March 䵕014. Anency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Rockville, MD. Available at
htps://www.ahrq.nov/teamstepps/instructor/fundamentals/module3/incommunicaton.ht
ml



eamSo EPPSo undamentals Coourse: Module 6. Mutual Soupport. Coontent last reviewed
March 䵕014. Anency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Rockville, MD. Available at
htps://www.ahrq.nov/teamstepps/instructor/fundamentals/module6/inmutualsupp.html



htps://www.cdc.nov/hai/pdfs/toolkits/infectoncontroltransferformexample䵕.pdf
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